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Latest news

Prague – Warsaw Frequencies Increase

At the beginning of August, only a few days after the 76th anniversary of the non-stop
connection between Warsaw and Prague, LOT Polish Airlines has announced increased
number of frequencies on the Prague – Warsaw route. Beginning 1 September,
passengers will be able to fly between the two capitals up to 5 times daily on selected
days.
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US Tourists Return to Czech Republic Statistics

Wizz Air Resumes Its Popular Route from Prague to
London Luton
The airline is resuming operations on one of the oldest routes from Prague Airport starting
30 October. The Prague - London/Luton route, operated by Wizz Air since 2009, will be re-
launched after a two-year break caused by the pandemic and will be operated by the mix
of A320 family aircraft with up to a daily frequency.

According to new official statistics, more than 100,000 American tourists travelled to the

Czech Republic in the second quarter of 2022, propelling the US to the 4th place in terms
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Vote for Prague Airport in Routes
Awards

Vote

of the number of incoming tourists. The first three places were taken by neighbouring
countries, where ground transportation can be assumed to service a high percentage of
travellers. In terms of air transport, the Americans thus may take even a higher place in
the numbers of visitors. Delta Air Lines direct connection with New York, alongside our
campaign designed to support incoming tourism from the USA, which Prague Airport
launched as a part of the Touchpoint initiative, have had a significant impact on the result.

The traditional Routes Awards voting is back and, as before, will be a part of the World
Routes Conference. If you reward our marketing efforts by voting for Prague Airport in the
Airport Awards category, we will be honoured. Prague Airport Aviation Business Team
thanks you in advance for your kind vote.
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Prague Airport Exceeds 6 Million Passengers
On 12 August, we reached a new milestone – Prague airport exceeded 6 million handled
passengers since the beginning of 2022. In July, more than 1.35 million passengers were
handled. Antalya, London, and Burgas became the most frequented destinations.

Qatar Airways Celebrates 5th Anniversary of Prague -
Doha Direct Connection
Only last week, we celebrated the 5th Anniversary of Qatar Airways at Prague Airport. The
event, prepared by our Airline Marketing team and attended by Jiří Vyskoč (Executive
Director of Aviation Business Development, Prague Airport), Ronny de Lange (Regional
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Manager Central Europe, Qatar Airways), Jiří Petržilka (Vice President, Menzies Aviation
Czech), and around 100 more business partners and media representatives, was a great
way to celebrate this important anniversary.
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